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(5x6=30)

(2+4)

III Semester B.Sc. Examination, October/f',loyember 20ll
(Semester Scheme)

PHYSICS - III
Electricity, Magnetism and Radiation

Time : 3 Hours Max. Marks : 60

Instruction : Answer five in Part A, four in Part B and five in Part C.

PART _ A

Answer any five of the following. Each question carries six marks :

1. State and prove superposition theorem.

2. Define Ampere's circuital law. Obtain an expression for the magnetic field near a

long wire.

3. a) What are eddy currents ?

Q+a)

b) Obtain an expression for the magnetic energy stored in an inductor. (2+4)

4. Derive the following Maxwell's field equations :

i )  v x p = - E
E t

i i )  v x B - u [ ' . * ) Q+a)

5. Obtain an expression for growth of a charge in a series CR circuit. Represent it

graphically. @+2)

6. Derive an expression for frequency of oscillation in a series LCR circuit connected

to an ac source. 6

7 . What are Tait's diagrams ? Explain how Tait's diagrams are used to determine

the Peltier and Thomson coefficient.

8. a) Define Stefan's law of radiation.

(1+5)

b) Explain energy distribution in the spectrum of black body radiation. (1+5)

P.T.O.
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PART _ B
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(4x5=?O)Answer any four of the following :

9. For the network shown, find the maximum power delivered to the load resistance.

l o c

10. A Helmholtz galvanometer has coils of radius 0.077 m each and the number of

turns 110. Calculate the current flowing through the coils which produces a

deflection of 45o. BH = 0.32x10-+T, Vo=4nx10-7H/m.

A condenser of 1000 PF is charged to a potential difference of 1 V and then

discharged through BG. The first throw as found on scale is 0.622 m, if the time

period is 10 sec and the logarithmic decrement 0.02, calculate Ballistic constant

and figure of merit.

A resistance of 2C2 and an inductance of 10 mH are connected in series with an

ac source of 50 Hz. Calculate the power factor of the circuit.

13. The thermo emf of a thermocouple is given by E = at * bt2 with usual notation.

Calculate the seebeck emf of a Cu-Fe thermocouple working between OoC and

100'c.

&cu-M =2. l1pv l "C aF. -M =16.7  pv / "C

b"u-r = 0.008 1tv l"C2 br"-r = -0.029 1tv /"C2 '

14. A body at 1500 K emits maximum energy at a wavelength 20 x 10-7 m. If the

sun emits maximum energy at 5.5 x 10-7 m. What would be the temperature of

the sun ?

R

1 1 .

12.
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iAnswer any five of the following. Each carries two marks : (5x2=10)

15' a) Why two coils are used in Helmholtz galvanometer instead of single coil ?
b) How does the parallel resonant circuit work as perfect choke for ac ?
c) A body with large reflectivity is a poor emitter. Explain.
d) Ampere's circuital law is valid only for steady state phenomenon and not for

changing fields. Vfh ?

e) Does a thermocouple circuit exhibit peltier phenomenon when ac source is
used ? Explain.

0 In a Ballistic galvanometer, the moment of inertia of the suspension is made
large. Why ?

g) Does an LCR circuit critically damped ? If so how ?
h) Do isolated magnetic pole exist ? Explain.


